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ABSTRACT
The examination proposes a methodology for seeking and sorting nourishment list as indicated by
client inclination. The framework keeps up a fluffy database to store eateries and their menus with some
particular parameters for everything. Framework permits the client to determine nourishment tastes that are
of their advantage, area name where they like to eat, approximated spending plan for every individual and
couple of other characterized parameters as looking catchphrase. While seeking, the framework will get the
sections from the database as per client characterized parameters, change over every thing's metadata to fluffy
parameters and pass the rundown to a fluffy controller. At that point the controller appoints a score as a yield
to everything. At long last the rundown is sorted in slipping request. Framework permits the clients to give the
criticism about the nourishment which makes the framework to be versatile. Framework additionally gets
scaled for every individual client as sustenance taste changes altogether for individual clients; consequently the
framework gives more exact result and makes it complete nourishment looking motor.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of human history the production of various kinds of data is increasing
exponentially. In this era of 21st century human produces enormous data on a single second. As a result we
require smart algorithms to find our desired information. At present there are many searching algorithms but
in most cases they are text base string parsing and matching algorithms. However data can be divided into
various subgroups and by processing them separately it is possible to provide more optimal and concise result
using their unique metadata. There are many such systems that handle this subdivision of data in a more
robust fashion by using their different parameters. In the field of food searching there is a scarcity of smart,
optimal algorithm that solves this searching problem efficiently. As the parameters that signify food
suggestions are abstract, this sector of algorithm development remains poor. As a result most food searching
problems are handled with traditional string matching algorithms. In most cases, systems allow the user to
search food by the food name. However, generally users intend to search food by the taste they want to eat or
the environment they prefer and get the listed food names as output. Forinstance two most domination food
searching platforms, Yelp and foursquare, does not consider what users felt about the food and environment
while searching. So when users search by food attribute (i.e. taste: spicy) optimal result is not generated. Yelp
lists a food that has spicy on the menu name and foursquare considers a menu metadata as well while
searching. In this research we convert this compound problem of food selection to a fuzzy domain and provide
an optimal food selection algorithm using fuzzy logic. The major component of food, taste is a complex
attribute that cannot be measured on a linear scale.
RELATED WORKS
The authors in [1] describe the essentiality and efficiency of using recommendation system using tags
and latent factorials for sorting out the best solution in food searching. In this research when data is being
searched, system evaluates tags and rating given by users to find out the best choice. In next paper [2],
collaborative filtering and content based recommendation techniques have been used to build a hybrid fuzzy
system for restaurants. The authors calculated similarity between restaurants using cosine distance which is
also known as cosine similarity. Appetito el al.[3] propose a recommendation system which prioritizes the
sentimental analysis to recommend a menu to the user. For the fuzzy system, they have used the extension of
the Apriori algorithm. In the next related paper [4] a fuzzy recommendation system is proposed based on
customer online review. According to the paper, the system takes the user review as one of its input which is
mostly in natural language. In [5], the authors calculate food nutrition and body mass index of user and
provides food recommendation by using fuzzy logic.
In [6], the researchers suggested a book recommendation methodology which integrates fuzzy
concepts with link mining. They took the book list of one of their course of top 50 universities. Then they
tabulated the books and assigned a score to each book using fuzzy quantifier. In [7] the authors used
multicriteria collaborative filtering (MC-CF) recommendation system that uses Neuro fuzzy techniques along
with dimensional reduction. The research of this paper was done to reduce two drawbacks known as sparsity,
and scalability. There was another research based on personalized recommendation system [8]. They had done
this research mostly to provide suggestion to ecommerce portals related product suggestion. This research
work has used Fuzzy Near Compactness (FNC) concept to provide solution.
Considering the drawbacks and advantages of mobile phones, a content based recommendation
system has been built by the researchers to improve user experience. Here information retrieved from sensors
and frequently used personal information has been used to build a context aware system. Through mapping
mobile user context and properties of contents, they have modeled a modified reasoning search engine.
Finally, the last related research work to our research is on efficient advertisement recommendation system for
TV program [10]. Though the goal of the paper is completely different to ours but their research methodology
includes some concepts that helped building our system. For providing TV program recommendation they have
used fuzzy logic techniques and have taken into account various parameters like program content, users
interests, providers’ preferences, program timing, etc. Based on those parameters they have provided
keywords to each program and generated TV-program recommendation.
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THEORY
The primary goal of this research is to build a fuzzy system that will take different input parameters as
search query and as an output the system will assign scores or precedence level to individual menu as a fuzzy
output. More score means more preferred menu for a specific search query. Explanations of the system
components are given below.
Input Variables
Our primary objective is to make a flexible food searching engine. We have considered 5 attributes as
input variables, these are: taste, environment, budget, location and user review. For each input variable we
have defined 3 membership levels.
Taste
Taste is the primary component that distinguishes different foods. Our system majorly focuses on
searching food by different tastes. User can give any kind of taste as input. For example: single taste like sweet,
sour etc. or even multiple tastes like sweet-sour, hot-spicy etc. We also do not want to limit the user to any
specific number of taste attributes. So in the fuzzy controller we need N number of variables but it would not
be a good design choice. To solve this issue we have define only one variable for taste in the fuzzy system. This
single variable is a generalized variable taste, which has 3 fuzzy levels with their membership functions. The
levels are: Low, Medium & High. This variable can represent any taste of user’s interest at a time. The system
relates the user input with the database and sends test level of single taste to the fuzzy system as an input. In
the case of multiple tastes for example for sweet-sour the calculation will be done twice. So the server will call
the fuzzy controller twice for a single search and hence we will have two separate scores for two different
tastes for the same set of menus. System will combine multiple scores to get a single score. Let us assume a
user is searching for food names that are“sweet and spicy”. Initially system will derive all the food names from
the database that has entries named sweet and spicy in the menu and taste table. After that system will assign
fuzzy score of spicy and sweet to each menu item. As fuzzy controller cannot take two taste inputs at the same
time, system will pass each menu’s score of spiciness with other parameters and the score of sweet and other
parameters separately to the fuzzy controller. Then the system will combine resulting two scores for each
menu to get the final score for individual menu item.
menu1_score_spicy = fuzzycontroller (menu1, spicy …other_parameters)
menu1_score_sweet = fuzzycontroller (menu1, sweet …other_parameters)
menu1_score= menu1_score_spicy + menu1_score_sweet
menu2_score_spicy=

fuzzycontroller

(menu2,

spicy …other_parameters)

menu2_score_sweet = fuzzycontroller (menu2, sweet …other_parameters)
menu2_score= menu2_score_spicy + menu2_score_sweet
menuN_score_spicy = fuzzycontroller (menuN, spicy…other_parameters)
menuN_score_sweet = fuzzycontroller (menuN, sweet …other_parameters)
menuN_score= menuN_score_spicy + menuN_score_sweet
Environment:
This input variable is just like the taste variable. The difference is the input that will be environment
type like formal, casual etc. and we do not allow the user to specify multiple environments at the same time.
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Except this slight difference the handling process and calculation are almost as same as taste and will have a
separate fuzzy variable called environment.
Budget:
User’s budget will be taken as an integer input. This input variable has 3 levels in the fuzzy system:
Less Preferred, Preferred More Preferred. Database has a budget for single person for each menu. When user
specifies a budget system will find menu names in the range of $4.5 more or less of the user defined budget.
System finds the absolute difference of users’ budget and different foods’ price. If a user’s budget is ‘x’ and one
of the food’s price is ‘a’. Then the difference ‘D’ is given below:
S = |x - a|
Hence the system creates a list of menus with the price in between x – 4.5 and x + 4.5. Therefore the
difference will be in the range of $9. If the user difference between budgets is 0 ~ 3 it will be in the level of
More Preferred, if the difference is between 3 ~ 6 then it will be in the preferred level and if the difference is
between 6 ~ 9 then the menu will be in Less Preferred Level. The lower the differences, the higher the
preference.
User Review:
System also allows the user to search according to users reviews. Users can assign 5 levels of
satisfaction. Review is in the scale of 0 to 5.While making the query user can provide a score from 0 to 5 and
system will find all the menus that are 1.5 more or less of the user defined score. We have again defined 3
levels of fuzzy membership as Less Preferred, Preferred &More Preferred for the user review variable. User
review will be handled similarly as Budget variable.
Location
Users can mention their preferred location. According to their preferred location we can calculate the
distance of the restaurants and preferred location. User will give the name of the area of their choice. Using
Google API system gets the latitude and longitude of the preferred location. Restaurants will have their own
location in the database as latitude longitude form. Using this information we can calculate the distance.
Suppose we have a restaurant named ‘A’ which has latitude ‘$lat’ and longitude ‘$lon’. User gives a
preferred location ‘B’ which has latitude ‘lat’ and longitude ‘lon’. So the distance between these two places is:
= √(( − $ ) + ( − $ ) )
System considers only the restaurants within that range of 3KM.Hence we have defined the location
variable by 3 membership functions which are Close, Near and Far. When the difference is between 0 ~ 1 km
then it will be on the close level, if the difference is between 1 ~ 2 km then it will be on near level and if the
difference is between 2 ~ 3 km the nit will be on the far level.
The closer the distance, the higher the preference is. Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time
they are used in the text, even after they have been defined in the abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, SI,
MKS, CGS, sc, dc, and rms do not have to be defined. Do not use abbreviations in the title or heads unless they
are unavoidable.
Input Membership Function:
In the fuzzy system for input we have used the ‘Gaussian Curve’ because it is relatively more precise
than the triangular, trapezoidal and other curves. For all of the five variables we have used curves like fig 1 but
the range and labeling is different. Use either SI (MKS) or CGS as primary units. (SI units are encouraged.)
English units may be used as secondary units (in parentheses). An exception would be the use of English units
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as identifiers in trade, such as “3.5-inch disk drive.”

Fig. 1. Input membership function

Output Variable:
In the fuzzy system we have defined one output variable‘Preference’ which we infer from the five
variables using the fuzzy if-else logic. The preference is defined by 5 functions or levels. Higher preference level
means -that is more similar to the users’ requirements. The division of the preference level is with respect to
the logic below:
We have defined all of the input variables in three levels. We have considered each variable as a
ternary number.Each can have maximum values up to 3. Let us assume that variables taste, environment,
budget, locationand user review are x1, x2, x3, x4& x5.If all the variables are equals to highest value which is 3 we
get,
∑xi = 15
If all the variables are equals to the lowest value which is equals to 0, we get
∑xi = 0
So if we declare 5 levels of preference, the range of each level is,
∑xi ÷ 5 = 15 ÷ 5 = 3
Therefore, we have defined 5 output membership function for 5 levels. The preference levels are
given below with their range in table 1.Let us consider an example where a menu the following properties.
Taste = high = 3,

Environment = Medium = 2

Budget = medium = 2,

Location = Low = 1

User Review = High = 3
So, Total = 3 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 3 = 11.
It lies in level 4 which ranges from 9 to 12. So, the rule 4 will be triggered or the 4th membership curve
will be used for generating the score.
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Table I. Rules Separation Table
Rule
#

Preference
Levels

Range

1

Level 1

0

–3

2

Level 2

3

–6

3

Level 3

6

–9

4

Level 4

9

– 12

5

Level 5

12 -15

Output Curve:
For output curve, each preference level is represented with triangular shaped membership functions
to keep the computation simple .Each curve overlaps on the midpoint of the adjustment curve. Hence we have
the output in on the range of 0 to 9 that is, output score lays on the range of 0 to 9. Figure 2 shows the output
curves with the label of the preference levels.

Fig. 2. Output function
Fuzzy Conditioned Rules:
Each variables with 3 membership functions and 3 levels. However some variable may not be present
on the search query. For instance a user may not be interested in the budget and he/she may not provide
budget in the search query. If a variable is not present we use ‘none’ or 0 as the input.
Therefore, each variable in the system can have at most 4 values including the option ‘none’. We have
associated each combination of input variables with the output using the logic described in “Output Variable”
section (III.C).Example of arule is given below:
If taste = medium
and
environment = low
and
budget =
more preferred
and
location = closer
and user_review = high then output level 4
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As there are 5 input variables all the variables cannot be visually represented in a single plot. So, as a
demonstration of accuracy Fig.3 maps two variables as a graphical representation. It is the surface view of the
input variable taste and location. From the graph we can see that more the taste and location is closer to the
desired taste and location, the higher the score will be.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation or surface view of taste and location
Adaptative System Based on User Weight:
In our system Taste, User review and Environment scores are given by the user. In the Input Variable
section (III.A), we have taken the average of scores to get the scores for the input parameters. We can further
enhance this scoring by neural networks adaptation techniques. We have assigned each user a weight W i. This
score will be calculated by the frequency fi where fi stands for number of reviews that users have given on the
system. To get individual user score for a given parameter(i.e. taste) we will multiply user given score by the
user’s weight. To get the final score, we will take the mean of all the scores for that given parameter.
Here Xi stands for individual user, Wi stands for weight of that user and n stands for total number of
user.User frequency is an integer. To generate the weight we need to convert it to a range of 0 ~ 1. Hence we
have formulated the above function that generates our desired output. In Fig.4, we have demonstrated our
neural networks logic that we have used to make the system adaptive. Fig.5 shows the diagram of the weight
function.

xi

∑
Transfer

fi

Xi Wi

Activation

Function

Function

Fig. 4. Neural networks logic for adaptive system

Fig. 5. Plot of weight function
User Specific Adaption:
Taste has no particular measurement. For example, a food can be spicy for a person while the same
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food can be less spicy for other person. Therefore taste is very much user specific. To resolve this, a simple
solution can be to assign a user preference scale for each attribute based on the user previous feedbacks. This
preference scale will be updated every time a user provides a review.
For instance let us assume a user is saying a food little spicy out of 3 options little spicy, spicy and very
Spicy. System will list feedbacks where he/she has provided spicy as taste feedback. System considers at most 5
recent feedbacks from the list. System will compare user’s feedback with average feedback of the each item in
the list. System will store the difference in feedback as the preference scale of that attribute. Let us assume, in
the database, there are foods with medium spicy scoring as previous feedback like below:
Fried Chicken, KFCx1= 5.6
Beef & Bacon,Take Out,x2 = 4.8
Chicken Cheese Burger,Preetom,x3 = 6
Each of the time the user said “it was too spicy”, the score is 10.
Then the system will find the difference and will take the average difference.
∑(10 −)/3= ((10-5.6)+(10-4.8)+(10-6))/3= 4.53
Now this score will be saved in the user account. Next time whenever the user will search for
“something spicy”, taste score 5, it will be scaled. In this case its (5-4.53) = 0.47 which means system should
search for less spicy food.
METHODOLOGIES
We will likely build up a framework that will permit the clients to dole out various taste parameters
with various qualities. Additionally, it will permit couple of other characterized parameters and extent.
Framework will permit the clients to seek fluffy database and give a rundown of favored menu-eatery
pairs.System likewise keeps up a client profile . The system consists of 3 major components: server, database &
fuzzy system. System performs two major tasks, search for preferred menus and takes user review. While
searching server receives data from the user interface(UI), server fetches relevant data from database, matches
and calculates parameters and passes it to the fuzzy system. Fuzzy system uses the attributes level to calculate
a preference score. Combining the preferences score with the database, system generates a sorted menu list as
output.

Fig. 6. Block Diagram of the System
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Server
This part of the system is responsible for data fetching from the database, preprocessing the data for
accruing fuzzy scores for each parameter and communications between the user and the fuzzy system. We
have used Apache web server as the server software and PHP as the processing language. One of the primary
task of the server is to serve user with web interface. There are two separate different forms, one for searching
menus and one for taking feedback about specific items. The server keeps a profile of each user.
For searching, user can give different taste input using their natural language for example something
spicy. For multiple tastes, they can provide the input as comma separated taste parameters like “sweet, sour”.
For location parameter, user provides location address just using strings. UsingGoogle Map Application
Program Interface (API), the system will derive the latitude and longitude values for that location. For the
budget user has to give estimation of their budget for each parson.User can provide their preferred
environment but this input takes only one environment. The other form is intended for User Review. Users will
be asked to give the review under a specific restaurant's menu. User will be asked several questions like 'was
the food too spicy?' or 'was the environment as expected?' System will store these information in the
database. One of the major task of the server is to preprocess the data before passing it to the fuzzy controller.
For preprocessing server uses the methods described in the theory section. There may be multiple review
available for each menu in the database. Converting those multiple entries to a single score is the primary task
of preprocessing.
Database:
Initially every menu in the database will have scores for each attributes.This score is provided by
system administrators or voluntaries (i.e. restaurants). To maintain a simple relationship in the database we
have defined six tables in the database. These tables are, (i) Restaurants that has the necessary information for
that particular restaurant, (ii) Menu holds menu items and its parameters paired with the primary key of
restaurant,(iii) Taste holds several user feedback about the test of the food (iv)Review stores the user reviews
against each menu, (v) Environment stores the environment suggestion of a restaurant, (vi) User for
maintaining user profile. A restaurant can have multiple types of environment and food can have different type
of taste at the same time with different scoring. That is why we have used a separate table for environment
and taste.We have used MySQL database, as it is easily integrated with the Apache server. Database does not
deal with the fuzzy system rather the server acts as an intermediary and communicates with the database.
Server fetches the data from the database and fuzzifies the data, hence the database acts as a fuzzy database.
The Fuzzy System:
The fuzzy system is the key factor of the system as it calculates the preference level of the restaurants
with foods. Fuzzy System acts as a fuzzy controller in our system.The one and only job of the fuzzy system is to
take in different score of input parameters and provide a score for that given set of inputs.We have used the
set of instructions described in the Theory section (III) to construct the fuzzy controller. MATLAB fuzzy toolbox
has been used to build the fuzzy system. Fig 8 shows the overview of the fuzzy system which takes taste,
environment, budget, location and user review as fuzzy input variable and gives the output of preference level.
We have used Mamdani inference rule to calculate the preference level.Server fetches data and passes data to
Fuzzy Controller. On receiving the input data, fuzzy system passes those data through the fuzzy conditions and
calculates the preference level for each item. MATLAB fuzzy system has been wrapped as an external
executable Command-Line (CLI) program. The program can take multiple set of input parameters from the CLI.
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Fig. 7. The Fuzzy System
When the system will get the preference levels of various restaurants menu's from the fuzzy system, it
will order menus by scores from high to low.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For testing the framework we have embedded 20 eatery and 10 menu things for each of the eatery.
We have done 200 overview on the college grounds to get audits on the embedded menus. We have run the
framework on reenacted information to check the outcomes.For instance, client hunt down a nourishment
utilizing the watchword 'something fiery and firm', '400/ - spending plan', 'Gulshan 1 Area'. Firstly the
framework will discover every one of the menus inside the extents as specified in the hypothesis segment and
make a rundown. Presently let us consider the framework has a menu thing 'singed chicken' under the menu of
resturant, Banani. Assume it is .8km far from the recommended range. It will give information .8km in area
variable. While in the menu it is recommended that the fieriness is 7.5 for this thing. So the info variable for
taste will be 7.5. The client's financial plan is 500/ - and singed chicken pail which contains two bits of chicken
broil, costs 400/ - . Framework will take the distinction of menu cost and the client favored spending plan and
send the distinction to the fluffy framework which is 100/ - . In this inquiry client survey and environment are
none. Now using these input parameters we can calculate the preference level using the Mamdani Min
Implication. The Mamdani Min Implication is:
IC[PA(X),PB(Y)]= PA(X) ^PB(Y)
Table II lists the sample input of this example and table III shows the corresponding outputs of this sample
table. Using this example we get the preference level 3.32 for the above situation. This is also enlisted as the
first sample output of table III.
Taste

Environment

Spicy,
Crispy
None

Location

Gulshan 1
Area

Budget

500/-

User Review

None

Table II.

Sample Input

System will have several menu names and score for a given input parameters. After preparing the list with
processed parameters server will call the fuzzy controller and pass the list. As a response fuzzy controller will
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return score for each menu.
Table III. Resulting Score Of Sample Input
Food

Price

Location

Taste

Preference

Fried
Chicken,KFC

400

.8

medium

3.32

Burger,KFC

350

1

medium

4.46

Pizza,Pizza
Hut

700

.2

High

4.04

In case of multiple taste search server will call the fuzzy controller multiple times for each test
keywords and finally combing multiple results system constructs the final score for each menu and sorts the
menus by score and provide the user with order list of menus according to preference. The searching features
are compared with two popular food search engines are given in table III in terms of searching features.
Table IV.

Comparison With Existing System

Features

Yelp

Search by taste Not Available

Foursquare

Our System
Taste based
search
is available
Available

Available

Search by price

Available

Not
Available
Available

Search by
distance

Available

Available

Search by
environment

It searches
using
the
keywords, pub,
good for kids,
has TV etc.

It uses the It uses the key
key words words, formal ,
Coffee, romantic, casual
Nightlife,
Fun etc.

Search by User Uses ratings or Uses ratings Uses user review
review
Review
numbers
to sort
by parsing the
to sort
keywords like
good, bad,
excellent etc.

Future Work
Currently we have implemented our fuzzy recommender system as a web application. In future we
want to build an android application for this fuzzy recommender system which will be more precise and easily
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accessible. We wouldalso like to modify the triangular output to get more optimized output.
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